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Abstract

We propose a novel framework to enhance the performance of the one-versus-one support vector machine
by using Universum. For solving a multiclass classification problem, one-versus-one is one of the state-of-
the-art algorithms, which constructs N(N − 1)/2 binary classifiers for an N -class problem. Each binary
classifier is originally learned by two classes of data as positive and negative classes while the other N − 2
remaining classes are ignored, even if they might also represent a hidden concept of the application domain
and can help to boost the performance of the classifier. Vapnik et al. [20, 21] introduced Universum binary
support vector machines to enable the use of samples that do not belong to positive and negative classes
and called these samples Universum samples. However, not all Universum samples can be helpful; moreover,
improper selection of Universum samples can prevent the construction of an effective binary classifier. For
the construction of a Universum binary classifier in the one-versus-one strategy, there are 2N−2 candidate
subsets of classes of Universum data; a proper selection of them can be difficult, based on the number of
classes. We design an algorithm to obtain a suitable subset of classes of Universum data by applying the
proposed performance measure that reflects the properties of Universum data relative to labeled training
data. This measure is based on the analysis of the projection of Universum data onto the normal direction
vector of the standard binary SVM hyperplane. We demonstrate experimentally that our proposed strategy
outperforms existing methods.
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1. Introduction

The support vector machine (SVM) was pro-
posed by Vapnik [18, 19] and originally designed
to solve two-class classification problems by max-
imizing the margin between two-class data. Vap-
nik et al. [20, 21] also introduced another learning
technique, called the Universum support vector ma-
chine (USVM), to enable the use of a priori knowl-
edge from the same application domain. In this
technique, samples that do not belong to positive
and negative classes can be added to boost the gen-
eralization performance of the learned model. We
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call these samples Universum samples. In the stan-
dard SVM learning, labeled training samples are
used to construct the binary classifier. While in
the USVM learning, labeled training samples and
Universum samples are used together to control the
trade-off between the minimization of training er-
rors (by maximizing the margin) and the maximiza-
tion of the number of Universum samples lying in-
side the margin. However, it is not necessarily the
case that all Universum samples can be helpful for
Universum learning. In a previous study by Sinz
et al. [16], they suggested that the performance
of USVM depends on the difference between the
mean of the labeled training samples and that of
the Universum samples. Cherkassky et al. [4] also
suggested conditions to determine the effectiveness
of Universum samples. Their conditions are based
on the analysis of univariate histograms of projec-
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